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ARTICLE   
This month’s article is a compilation of tech trends compiled by the EdTechStaff.  A 

2017 study by BlackBoard and Project Tomorrow, identifies five essential elements 

that teachers need to integrate digital content into their classrooms; 1)planning 

time with colleagues, 2)a class set of student devices, 3)available tech support, 

4)professional development and 5)reliable internet.  The New Media Consortium in 

their K-12 2017 Horizon report predicts the following technologies to have an 

impact in the classroom in the next five years; makerspaces, robotics, analytics, 

virtual reality, artificial intelligence and the internet of things.  (JM) 
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ACRONYM  ALERT  
MLL (Multilingual Language Learners) 

This is the acronym which is preferred term that replaces ELL (English Language                         

Learners) and EL (English Learners). The content area for MLLs was previously ESL                         

(English as a Second Language), but is now ENL (English as a New Language). The                             

Certification for MLL teachers is ESOL (English for Speakers of Other Languages).                       

And the academic program for MLL teachers is TESOL (Teaching English to Speakers                         

of Other Languages). Credit for the distinctions listed in the above paragraph goes to                           

Dr. Catherine D. Box of the University of Pennsylvania. (JM) 

 

RESOURCES  

WIth the growing number of ELL students in classrooms, there is a need for good               

resources that teachers can use to assist them in creating lessons. Below are             

three such resources. 

1) Newsela is a site with text sets which can be searched by grade level,               

reading skill  and subject area.  

2) Tes Teach with Blendspace also has curated lessons by teachers and            

students as well as an app where you can access or create your own              

lessons. 

3)  Elllo has over 2,500 free ESL lessons with audio and video.           (JM) 
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TECHNOLOGY TIP 

Spam E-Mail:    

Besides “Death and Taxes” spam email seems to be an inevitable part of 
our modern life.  The only surefire way to receive no spam, is to go off the 
grid and not email any more.  For most people this is too radical of a 
prescription. This month I will give you a couple of tips to reduce your email 
clutter.   

Much unwanted email we receive each day is self-inflicted.  By this I mean it 
is a result of something we actively signed up for by clicking a link and/or 
giving out our email address when buying or downloading something.   

Unwanted emails you receive from reputable  companies that you have 
interacted with can be reduced by changing your communication 
preferences with that company by clicking an “unsubscribe” or “opt out” link 
(usually found at the bottom of one of their emails to you).  Make sure you 
opt out of all communications if you do not wish to receive any emails at all.   

A spam filter or junk mail filter/folder in your email inbox can redirect 
unwanted emails by creating a rule for emails from certain senders.  A paid 
spam filtering program is another route can you can go.   

Finally a helpful suggestion to at least separate your email is to create a 
second email account using a different user name.  Use this account for any 
websites from which you do not want emails in your primary email account. 
This way, you can still check that secondary account to get your coupons, 
offers, and information you don’t want crowding your personal/work inbox.   

There are even free websites (i.e. https://www.guerrillamail.com/, 
https://www.mailinator.com/ ) through which you can create a temporary 
email account that you will never use again.   (JM) 
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